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Abstract

Network infrastructure is growing rapidly and as a result, network traf-
fic is expanding beyond the point where traditional approaches can still
be used to efficiently detect anomalies. To aid in overcoming this issue,
modern approaches to traffic monitoring need to be investigated. One par-
ticularly good way of representing large amounts of network traffic is with
the aid of data visualisation. InetVis, an interactive tool for visualisation,
was developed in 2005 by J.P van Riel under the security and networks
research group at Rhodes University. It displays traffic in a 3 dimensional
cube which uses source and destination addresses as well as port numbers
for each dimension. Users have the ability to navigate through this 3D
space through the use of a simple interface. In this paper, it is shown how
easy detection and classification of anomalies can be done, as well as how
efficient InetVis actually is.

1 Introduction

This paper will outline information related to the visualisation of network traffic
for the purpose of identifying malicious activity within a closed network through
the use of a network telescope. The first section will introduce the topic of
data visualisation as well as how this can be combined with passive network
monitoring to create powerful security systems. The next section will discuss the
role of the network telescope in the overall project as well as the type of input the
telescope will provide. The visualisation of a dump file captured using a network
telescope is displayed using the InetVis tool and a few visualisation signatures
are discussed. The final section discusses the InetVis tool in detail and shows
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how InetVis takes advantage of the advancements of data visualisation. An in
depth explanation of the components that make up InetVis is also provided as
well as a full description of the features and performances inherent in InetVis.

2 Security Data Visualisation

At its heart, security visualisation depends upon graphically presenting security-
related data in ways that provide useful and actionable insight, Security data
visualisation. The concept of data visualisation exploits the high-bandwidth
visual recognition capabilities of the human eye. This allows for more efficient
detection of malicious activity as well as easier pattern and anomaly recognition
in comparison to using traditional computing techniques and text. Security data
visualisation The Internet has turned the digital world into a dangerous place
and security has become a vital component. With continual attacks taking place,
the volume of available security data from devices connected to the internet
is increasing and this flood of information is obfuscating users perceptions of
their security status. Through this confusion, security becomes vulnerable and
malicious activity can go unnoticed. Due to the high rate of false positives,
traversal of log data becomes tedious. This significantly affects the success rate
of a security system. What security data visualisation hopes to provide is a
means of aggregation of this flood of data into useful information. This is done
by drawing graphs, specially crafted for the exact needs of the security system.
These graphs provide an extra level of insight and can be used for, but not
limited to, port scan, network sweep and Denial of Service attack detection.
Examples of such graphs are shown later in this paper.

3 Network Telescopes

A network telescope is an assigned portion of routed IP address space that is
used solely to observe inbound internet traffic. The telescope acts as a passive
host which means that within the allocated IP address space, no legitimate
traffic should exist. This isolated environment allows the telescope to detect
and log malicious traffic which could arrive in various forms of flooding denial-
of-service attacks, infection of hosts by Internet worms, and network scanning.
Because no legitimate traffic is active on this so called darknet, the majority
of packets captured are a result of malicious activity. The typical network
telescope will log traffic it receives by storing the packets as dump files. A
dump file contains all the information pertinent to each packet received in a
given time. The raw packets are aggregated and stored in this format so that a
stand-alone tool, such as InetVis, can later read in this dump file and process
each raw packet of data so that a more intuitive representation of the network
traffic can be generated. The InetVis tool discussed later uses dump files as one
of the ways in which to generate a visualisation. A class C network telescope
is in operation within the Rhodes University IP space and in August 2005,
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867085 packets were captured and used as a testing input for the InetVis tool.
A screenshot of the InetVis tool displaying this dump file can be seen in figure
3.1. The benefits of using a visualisation tool to view captured packets should
be apparent in the given screen capture. The horizontal lines seen in the lower
section of figure 3.1 are caused by network probes which are used to scan an
address range to locate vulnerable hosts which will undergo further scans upon
discovery. Because the telescope is passive in nature, no nodes exist within the
address range.

Figure 1: InetVis displaying telescope traffic from August 2005

3.1 Areas of high traffic

In Figure 3.2, an orthographic view along the blue x-axis (representing the
network telescope address space), groupings of plotted traffic become apparent.
This indicates that those particular address ranges are a rich source of malicious
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traffic and as such, precautions can then be put into place to protect against
those hostile ranges.

Figure 2: Groupings form along the IP source range highlighting hostile ranges

Figure 3: Anomalous diagonals
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3.2 Malicious signatures

With a visualization of such a large magnitude, some common signatures be-
gin to emerge. As seen in figure 3.3, anomalous diagonals can be seen. An
orthographic view along the z-axis shows targeted ports as well as targeted IP
Addresses. The diagonal lines that are visible in figure 3.3 are caused by a scan
known as a barber pole. This scan type is discussed in more detail later on. Two
other scan types were visible as well. These are shown in figure 3.4 and figure
3.5 respectively. Figure 3.4 represents a step scan whilst figure 3.5 represents a
creepy crawly scan.

Figure 4: Step scan signatures

A step scan divides a target network range into blocks. It starts at the first
block and scans a specific port. When it reaches the end of the block, it selects a
new port number and scans the following block. It repeats this until all network
addresses within the network range it has set out to scan, have been scanned.
A creepy crawly attack works in a similar way. Its goal is to scan a designated
IP range. It divides the range up into segments and then scans a subset of these
segments simultaneously. This gives the dashed line effect shown in figure 3.5.
The three different time intervals, t1, t2 and t3, all show the dashed line pattern
and when the traffic is viewed over the duration of the scan, a solid line will be
noticeable.
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Figure 5: Creepy crawly scan shown at different intervals

4 InetVis

Having looked at network telescopes and the strength of data visualisation, it is
time to explore the InetVis tool in detail. InetVis is a network traffic visualisa-
tion tool developed by J.P. van Riel as a masters project. The function of the
InetVis tool is to transfer an input of IP layer packets into a three dimensional
cube visualisation which plots packets according to source and destination IP
addresses as well as the destination port number. Figure 4.1 shows an InetVis
visualisation of an NMap gridsweep scan with decoys. The lines that can be seen
running parallel to the blue x-axis are scans that are taking place on common
listening ports across a subset of the home IP Address space. As can be seen,
there are four identical bands coming from four different source IP addresses.
This is because three of the four scans are spoofed decoys. Only one of the
scans is legitimate. The fading effect that is visible is a feature of the InetVis
tool which fades packets as they age. The plotted packets are coloured based
on their destination port number.

4.1 Concept

InetVis is based on a similar implementation by Stephen Lau which is called The
Spinning Cube of Potential Doom. Laus primary reason for creating the cube
was to provide a means of education to those who are not experts in the field
of computer security. Lau wanted to create an application that could highlight
the overall extent of malicious traffic on the internet. It is reasonable to note
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Figure 6: InetVis displaying an NMap generated gridsweep with decoys

that the majority of computer users are blissfully unaware of the amount of
malicious traffic circulating the internet on a daily basis. This lack of awareness
is an issue that needs to be addressed in the field of computer security and
Laus cube has made an attempt at satisfying that need. Through visualisation,
data can be represented in such a way that merely observing the visualisation
will allow a user to identify malicious activity. Laus cube leverages off of the
Bro IDS Bro which monitors TCP connections and logs source and destination
IPs as well as port numbers. Laus cube uses these logs as an input to plot
each packet according to the following layout: The X-axis is used to plot the
home network (which the IDS is monitoring). This is typically a subnet in an
organisation. The Z-axis represents all possible IP address space (from 0.0.0.0
to 223.255.255.255 which excludes multicast traffic). The Y-access represents
the port number. Using these axes, certain types of malicious activity can be
observed. These signatures are discussed below.

4.1.1 Port Scan

A port scan occurs on a single host. Attackers can use port scans to acquire
critical information about a hosts machine. A port scan will usually result in
a list of open ports on the host machine. These ports are essentially tunnels
into the secure host and with appropriate tools some ports can be used to
gain unauthorised access into the host machine. A port scan can be identified
by observing the traffic between a monitored network node and the source IP
address of the packets that that node is receiving. If a single source IP address
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is seen communicating to multiple ports on a host machine, then it is probable
that a port scan is taking place. There are many tools that can be used to carry
out a port scan and some of the more clever tools attempt to be as discreet as
possible. These tools do this by varying the delay between packets sent to the
host. This makes it difficult to see the overall port scan signature as packets
are not arriving uniformly. There are other methods that can be used to hide
a port scan as well but that is beyond the scope of this paper. A typical port
scan is shown in figure 4.2 which is a screenshot of Laus cube. As can be seen,
a visible horizontal line is formed which indicates a single source IP address has
sent traffic to a multitude of port numbers on a single host.

Figure 7: A port scan signature with Laus Cube

4.1.2 Barber Pole Scan

These scans occur across an array of hosts and they are harder to trace due to the
fact that they vary their destination port number and destination host machine.
A text based intrusion detection system will have difficulty in identifying this
kind of an attack, but when represented as a visualisation, such an attack is
clearly visible. A barber pole signature can be seen in figure 4.3 and it is
identified by distinct diagonal lines. Tools that are able to perform these scans
are sophisticated in a sense that they have the ability to skip IP addresses and
port numbers as well as scan more than one port on a target host. This flexibility
decreases the detection rate as fuzzy patterns become more prominent.
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Figure 8: A Barber Pole signature with Laus Cube

4.1.3 Lawnmower Scan

A lawnmower attack occurs across a wide range of contiguous ports and hosts.
There is no discretion when one of these scans takes place. The tool used to
initiate the scan will typically proceed to sequentially scan an address range by
targeting a specific port. Once the range has been traversed, the destination port
is changed and the scan repeats. As shown in figure 4.4, the lawnmower scan
signature is highly visible in a visualisation environment. The only difficulty in
detecting a lawnmower scan is that the time it takes to execute is variable, as
with any other scan. Because of this, the visualisation may decay before any
signatures can be inferred.

4.2 Implementation

Although InetVis is based on Laus cube, it differs in many regards. InetVis
was created as an extension of Laus work and it includes useful features such as
variable playback rate, an adjustable time window and filtering via the Berkley
Packet Filtering method. InetVis uses a network telescope as its primary source
of data. The dump files which are created by the telescope can be visualised
within InetVis through an animated 3D scatter plot. Laus cube uses the Bro
IDS as its source of network traffic input Bro. InetVis has been tested on a class
C network telescope set up in the Rhodes University IP space and it passively
monitors traffic received within this space. InetVis is not limited to the input
of dead traffic (dead in a sense that the traffic is not monitored in real time) as
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Figure 9: A Lawnmower signature with Laus cube

it has the ability to monitor real time traffic as well. This is done by capturing
traffic received on the local network adapter of the machine on which the InetVis
application is executed.

4.2.1 Plotting Scheme

Figure 4.1 illustrates the plotting scheme of InetVis. The purpose of the cube
is to visualise packets captured within a predefined network range, having re-
ceived them from any source IP address. Packet inputs into the InetVis tool
for processing are handled by libpcap, a library used for the low level capturing
of packets in a network environment TCPDUMP. InetVis plots traffic found at
the IP layer which includes TCP and UDP as well as ICMP traffic. The latter
type has no port dimension so packets of this type are plotted on a flat ICMP
plane under the InetVis cube. TCP and UDP packets are plotted within the
3D cube environment. The location of a plotted point in the cube depends on
three variables. The x-axis of the cube is mapped to the IP range of the home
network (i.e., the destination IP address of the captured packet). The z-axis
of the cube is used to map the source IP address of each packet. The y-axis
maps the destination port range of the packets captured; provided they are of
the type UDP or TCP. InetVis colours points according to the destination port
of a packet. A useful feature is that points can be coloured based on other
dimensions, such as packet size, source port numbers or protocol. The size of
each plotted point can be changed based on the visualisation needs. This allows
for efficient visualisation of large and small sets of network traffic data.
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4.2.2 Features

Perhaps the most useful feature of InetVis is the ability to visualise capture
files at flexible playback rates. This enables users to navigate through a capture
dump in an efficient manner, allowing them to skip periods of non-interest as
well as playback an important time slice at sufficiently slow speeds. InetVis
allows replay rates to range between 0.001 times (one millisecond per second)
to 86400 times (one day per second) normal speed. The concept of having a
variable time window is first seen in VisFlow-Connect Yin et al. The concept of
a time window allows an event to exist for a specified length of time after it has
occurred. This is a very important feature for a tool like InetVis as scans take
place over varying time periods. Some scans progress over the course of a month,
whilst others may execute in a matter of seconds. Due to this flexibility, a time
window can be considered a valuable component. The OpenGL cube which is
generated by InetVis would be fairly useless if there were no way to navigate
the 3D environment. Following in the line of the Space Shield visualisation Fisk
et al, InetVis adopts a simple 3D navigation implementation which allows the
user to navigate the 3D environment by using the mouse to zoom, rotate and
move. The OpenGL component of InetVis also supports both orthographic and
perspective projection modes. Perspective viewing allows for a sense of depth
and a more realistic feel to the cube. The orthographic projection mode allows
for more accurate and meaningful geometry representation. This means that
any line going in the same direction in a given dimension will be parallel to its
counterpart. This is more appropriate for making assumptions based on the
visual representation of the traffic. Apart from the actual 3D navigation and
time window components, support for Berkley Packet Filter (BPF) expressions
is also included. These BPF expressions allow filtering of the captured packets
which decongests the amount of data displayed at once. This is useful for
when monitoring of a specific host is required. Reference axes are included as
optional displays which are designed to assist the user in dividing the cube up
into subsections. These options, along with all other mentioned features are
available through the control panel and plotter settings windows of the InetVis
tool.

4.2.3 Performance Scalability

As shown above in figure 3.1, a test involving all the traffic captured on a
class C network telescope over August 2005 (some 857085 packets) was used to
show that InetVis can display large data sets correctly. At maximum replay
speed (86400 times), an approximate 30000 packets were displayed each second.
This was achieved on a machine with just 1 GB of RAM and a single core
3.0GHz Pentium IV processor. According to van Riel , a framerate of 25 frames
per second was achieved until approximately 450000 events had been plotted.
InetVis could not maintain the 86400x speedup after this much data was being
displayed.
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5 Conclusion

The InetVis tool has proven to be rather efficient in achieving its goals and
shows promise, especially in terms of scalability. With the rapid development
of better hardware, a visualisation of the magnitude of that seen in this paper
should be able to be processed, without infringing on performance, at the speeds
tested above. InetVis combines the capabilities of similarly strong competitors
and with the features InetVis boasts, a definite enhancement of the ability to
detect scanning activity can be seen. Laus cube was designed to inform non
security professionals of the extent of malicious activity on the internet. InetVis
has satisfied that goal through its simplified interface and its interactive cube.
A conclusion regarding the extent of malicious traffic on the internet can also
be drawn. As seen from the capture files coming from the darknet, the internet
is full of hostile activity. Using data visualisation along with capture files from
a darknet, InetVis has successfully managed to illustrate the level of hostility of
the internet in such a way that the generated cube would be meaningful to non
professionals in the area.
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